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nuclear power plants from the premature death-rate performed by

fuzzy logic method.
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Our paper examines the surrounding areas of nuclear power plants from the proportion of
premature death-rate, which is one of the complex indicators of the health situation of the
population. Specifically, we focused our attention on nuclear power plant in Jaslovske Bohunice
(SE-EBO), which has been in operation for the last 30 years and nuclear power plant
Mochovce (SE-EMO), which was still under construction when data was collected. WHO
considers every death of the indidvidual before 65 years of age a premature death case,
except death cases of children younger than 1 year. Because of the diversity of the population,
this indicator is a standard for the population of Slovak Republic as well as for the european
population.

The objective of the work is to proove, that even a long term production of energy in nuclear
power plant does not evoke health problems for the population living in the surrounding areas,
which could be recorded through analysis of premature death cases.

This comes from a preassumption, that if there is a negative influence of the nuclear
power plant on the population living in the area of it and its health, there should be
premature death cases in the whole area or in certain geographical directions from the
nuclear power plant, for example in the direction of main wind streams or in the villages on the
banks of the local water streams, that ensure the float of the used water from the power plants.
A particular situation has been evaluated in the individual villages, being in zones of perimeter
5, 10 and 30 kilometers from the nuclear power plant. We selected the region of the city
Galanta as a control region, because it fullfills all the conditions : it is far enough from both of the
nuclear power plants, there is a similar geographical situation and similar employement rate of
the population, and it is not influenced by the main wind streams coming neither from SE-EBO
nor SE-EMO.

The parameter is at the same time counted for the whole Slovak Republic, in order
to achieve the average value for the whole country. The data is aggregated into 4 annual totals
of the real inputs for the individual regions. Further computations are accomplished from 4
annual totals for the years 1993 - 1996. The premature death-rate (PSPU) is directly
standardized for the european population according to the following formula:

PSPU = 100 {p(105.Wj.(kj/mi).ii)] / [£{105. Wj . (k|/mj)]}

PSPU directly standardized premature death-rate
i age group
W; european standard
k; number of death cases in the village within an age group
mj age group
ij age coefficient

The homogenity of the area from the perspective of premature death was tested by the
fuzzy logic method. A term "small difference" was defined to differentiate the proportion of the
premature death cases between individual villages.
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The function of the term "small difference" within the observed feature is:

Transitional outcome of the fuzzy logic relation of the similarities enables us to perform the
division into equivalence classes (alfa cuts are taken as relations of equivalency). The outcome
of the division into equivalency classes through alfa cuts are classes of similar villages, where
the value of alfa = 0.8 is considered high enough to claim similarity.

Outcomes:

We evaluated 4 regions from the Directly standarized premature death-rate (PSPU):

1. The area of SE-EBO, 5 km from the centre of the nuclear power plant (EBO - 5), pic.1
2. The area of SE-EBO, 10 km from the centre of the nuclear power plant (EBO -10), pic.1
3. The area of SE-EMO, 10 km from the centre of the nuclear power plant (EMO -10), pic.2
4. The area Galanta city (the capital of the region) up to 10 km from the centre of the town
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We counted the directly standardized premature death-rate of the population for each village in
Slovakia for the period of 1993 - 1996. We compared the area of EBO with perimeter of 30
kilometers with the situation in all Slovak Republic. The limits for the average in Slovakia are 8.4
-16.5%. 96% of the population from the 30 kilometer zone is in the average area or below it.
Only 3.5% of the population is in the above average zone. The whole population from the area of
5 kilometers from EBO is in the average or below average zone; no village was in the above
average zone.

The exact delineation of the existence or non-existence of accumulation of the villages with
higher values was accounted through accumalation based on the fuzzy logic method. The
following villages (pic.1) are in the 5 kilometer zone in the area of SE-EBO: Vefke Kostolany
(PSPU=13,49%), Pecenady (PSPU=13,60%), Rado_ovce (PSPU=2,50%), Jaslovske Bohunice
(PSPU=9,41%), Ratkovce (PSPU=7,77%), Dubovany (PSPU=12,98%), Niina (PSPU=6,74%).

All the villages are similar for alfa=0,96, which is considered to be a very high level of
similarity. Generally speaking the objects are considered similar if the value of alfa reaches 0.8.
We can proclaim, that all the villages within the observed zone are similar from the premature
death perspective.

The following villages (pic.2) are in the observed zone of the area of SE-EMO: Nemciftany
(PSPU=22,35%), Male Kozmalovce (PSPU=13,51%), Cifare (PSPU=9,26%), Nevidzany
(PSPU=9,59%), Novy Tekov (PSPU=16,31%), Cerven? Hradok (PSPU=13,01%), Male Vozokany
(PSPU=13,6%), VerkyDur(PSPU=12,69%) and Tajna (PSPU=0,0%).
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All the villages are similar for alfa = 0,94 and so we can proclaim as in the example
above, that all the villages within the observed zone are similar from the premature death
perspective.

Conclusion :

Using the fuzzy logic method when searching for similar objects and evaluating the
influence of the nuclear power plant on its surrounding area seems more natural than
classical accumulation method, which separates objects into groups. When using the classical
accumulation method, the objects in particular accumulation group are more similar than 2
objects in different accumulation groups. The similarity is influenced by the chosen metric.
When using the fuzzy logic method the similarity is defined more naturally. Within the
observed regions of the nuclear power plants, the percentage of directly standardized premature
death cases is almost identical with the average for Slovak Republic. The most closely
observed region of SE-EMO up to 5 kilometers zone even shows the lowest percentage. Also
we did not record any areas that would have unfavourable values from the wind streams
perspective neither than from the local water streams receipents of SE-EBO Manivier and
Dudvah.

The region of SE-EMO is also within the Slovak Republic average, unfavourable
coherent areas of premature death case are non existent. Galanta city region comes out of the
comparision with the relatively worse results.

So we claim, that 20 years of operation of SE-EBO does not influence the health
situation in its surrounding area that would be shown in premature death cases in any of the
villages close by.
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